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A B S T R A C T

Severe bronchial asthma is a chronic disorder of the airways that may be accompanied by comorbid diseases.
Invasive treatment, including surgery, in patients with severe asthma has limitations depending on the degree of
control of the asthma. A 71-year-old woman was diagnosed with squamous cell carcinoma with high pro-
grammed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) expression and cT3N0M1a. After 13 cycles of pembrolizumab every 3 weeks,
chest computed tomography (CT) revealed a dramatic decrease in the lesion size in the left upper lobe, but the
size of the lesion in the right lower lobe was significantly increased. The pathological findings of the right
residual tumor by CT-guided transthoracic needle biopsy (CTNB) revealed squamous cell carcinoma with no PD-
L1 expression, and right lower lobectomy was recommended. However, because the patient had frequent asthma
attacks and cough, surgery was considered risky. Increased blood eosinophil count was observed, and benrali-
zumab was administered for asthma control. The symptoms disappeared 2 days after benralizumab adminis-
tration, and peak flow increased. Surgery was performed 5 days after benralizumab administration. There was a
marked reduction in the eosinophil count of the surgical tissue compared with the preoperative CTNB tissue. No
asthma attacks were observed during and after surgery, and the control of asthma and lung cancer was stable.
Benralizumab is considered promising for the treatment of eosinophilic severe uncontrolled asthma.

1. Introduction

Bronchial asthma is a major chronic disorder affecting the airways
that is characterized by inflammation, reversible airflow obstruction,
and bronchial hyperresponsiveness [1]. Because underlying inflamma-
tion is central to the disease process, the mainstays of bronchial asthma
therapy include inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) and systemic corticoster-
oids to prevent and treat exacerbations and reduce symptoms [2]. Re-
cently, there has been increasing recognition of patients whose asthma
control is refractory to steroids, which has led to the delineation of
contrasting asthma phenotypes [3].

Bronchial asthma is occasionally associated with comorbid diseases
[4]. For instance, lung cancer is one of the important pulmonary dis-
eases and has a high mortality rate. Owing to advances in immune
checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) and molecular targeted inhibitors, the
number of cases of advanced lung cancer that can be treated by ra-
diation therapy or surgery is expected to increase [5,6]. One of the best

treatments for lung cancer is surgical resection, but sometimes surgery
cannot be performed in patients with severe asthma because of the high
risks associated with surgery and general anesthesia [7].

We herein report for the first time resection of residual tumor in a
patient with stage IV squamous cell carcinoma complicated with severe
bronchial asthma who was treated with benralizumab after adminis-
tration of pembrolizumab, an ICI.

2. Case report

A 71-year-old woman presented with a chest computed tomography
(CT) finding of left upper (Fig. 1A) and right lower (Fig. 1B) lung field
nodules. Left upper lung field nodule was diagnosed by endobronchial
ultrasound with a guide sheath as squamous cell carcinoma with high
programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) expression (70%) (Fig. 2A). 18F-
fluoro-2-deoxyglucose positron emission tomography showed uptake in
both nodules. The cancer stage was determined as cT3N0M1a. After 13
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cycles of pembrolizumab every 3 weeks, chest CT revealed a dramatic
decrease in the size of the lesion in the left upper lobe (Fig. 1C), but the
size of the lesion in the right lower lobe was significantly increased
(Fig. 1D). Because the treatment effect differed between the bilateral
lung lesions, a definitive right lower lung nodule diagnosis was ob-
tained with CT-guided transthoracic needle biopsy (CTNB) (Fig. 2B).

Samples were obtained from the right lower lesion by CTNB.
Pathological findings revealed squamous cell carcinoma with non-
expression of PD-L1. Therefore, treatment of the right lower nodule was
ineffective because of PD-L1 nonexpression. Following discussion with
the cancer board, right lower lobectomy was recommended.

However, although surgery was recommended in this case, the pa-
tient's bronchial asthma was severe. She had with a history of refractory
asthma for approximately 20 years. She was treated with ICS, long-
acting beta-agonists (LABA), long-acting muscarinic antagonists, and
antiallergic drug therapy. She was occasionally treated with oral or
systemic corticosteroids for exertional dyspnea.

These treatments were all determined to be insufficient if the patient
was to undergo lung surgery. On physical examination, her peripheral
arterial blood oxygen saturation was 95% in room air, but chest aus-
cultation revealed diffuse expiratory wheezing. The maximum blood
eosinophil count was 680/μL. The forced expiratory volume in 1.0
second (FEV1) was 1280 mL (%FEV1, 76.3%), vital capacity (VC) was
2080 mL (%VC, 94.8%), and peak flow was 196 L/min in a pulmonary

function test.
Benralizumab was administered before surgery. No adverse events

occurred. Two days after benralizumab administration, her asthma
symptoms (wheezing, cough, and dyspnea) disappeared. Pulmonary
function tests and eosinophil count were performed again 4 days after
benralizumab administration. Her peak flow was improved from 196 to
210 L/min, and her eosinophil count was reduced to 0/μL. Surgical
resection by video-assisted thoracic surgery was performed 5 days after
benralizumab administration. The eosinophil count in surgical tissue
was markedly reduced compared with that in preoperative CTNB tissue
(Fig. 3A and B). No severe asthma attacks occurred after surgical re-
section and benralizumab administration, and the patient was dis-
charged from the hospital. Respiratory function tests 6 weeks after
surgery showed FEV1 of 1120 mL (%FEV1, 70.9%), VC of 1740 mL (%
VC, 80.0%), and peak flow of 240 L/min. The patient was administered
benralizumab continuously after surgery, and no asthma attacks or
cancer recurrence occurred for 6 months after surgery.

3. Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first case report on the rapid effect of
benralizumab for surgical resection of lung cancer in a patient with
severe asthma. The report evaluated eosinophilic infiltration of the
pulmonary airways before and after administration of benralizumab.

Abbreviations

ADCC antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity
CT computed tomography
CTNB computed tomography-guided transthoracic needle biopsy
EBUS-GS endobronchial ultrasound with a guide sheath
FEV1 forced expiratory volume in 1.0 second

ICI immune checkpoint inhibitor
ICS inhaled corticosteroids
IL-5 interleukin 5
LABA long-acting beta-agonist
OCS oral corticosteroid
PD-L1 programmed death-ligand 1
VC vital capacity

Fig. 1. Findings of chest computed tomography (CT) before
and after treatment with pembrolizumab. (A) Chest CT
shows a 60-mm irregularly shaped peripheral mass in the
left upper lobe. (B) Chest CT shows a 10-mm irregularly
shaped peripheral nodule in the right lower lobe. (C, D)
After treatment with pembrolizumab for 13 cycles, the size
of the left lesion dramatically decreased, but the size of the
right lesion significantly increased.
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In recent years, a certain number of severe and poor control asthma
are present even by treatment based on guidelines [8]. The costs of
treatment of patients with severe asthma, who are estimated to be
5%–10% of all asthma patients, is estimated to account for as much as
50% of all costs of asthma treatment [9]. Establishment of therapy for
severe asthma is essential. Understanding of the phenotypes and en-
dotypes of bronchial asthma has progressed, and bronchial asthma has
come to be considered a heterogeneous disease rather than a single
syndrome. Particularly in severe bronchial asthma, multiple mechan-
isms affect the severity of the disease, and selection of treatment ac-
cording to the characteristics of the asthma is necessary [3].

Eosinophilic asthma, which is characterized by eosinophilic airway
inflammation, accounts for approximately half of severe asthma cases.
Patients with asthma with high eosinophil counts have a strong pre-
disposition to allergies, low respiratory function, and a high frequency
of exacerbation [10].

Benralizumab is a humanized, a fucosylated, monoclonal antibody
that targets the interleukin 5 (IL-5) α receptor [11]. In contrast to anti-
IL-5 monoclonal antibodies, benralizumab exerts its effect by inducing
direct, rapid, and nearly complete depletion of blood eosinophils
through enhanced antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity
(ADCC), an apoptotic process of eosinophil elimination involving nat-
ural killer cells [12]. Lack of a fucose sugar moiety on the oligo-
saccharide core enhances the binding affinity of benralizumab to
FcγRIIIα and augments ADCC, inducing apoptosis of target cells [11].
Airway eosinophils (in tissue and sputum) are also extensively depleted
[13].

A past study evaluated the safety profile of benralizumab and its
effects on eosinophils in the airways, sputum, bone marrow, and per-
ipheral blood in subjects with eosinophilic asthma. In this study, no
eosinophils were observed at day 84 in benralizumab-treated subjects
[13]. One other case report indicated that eosinophils disappeared from
the sputum immediately after benralizumab administration [14].

Fig. 2. Endobronchial ultrasound with a guide sheath (EBUS-GS) and computed
tomography-guided transthoracic needle biopsy (CTNB). (A) EBUS-GS was
performed on the left upper lesion under X-ray fluoroscopy guidance. (B) CTNB
was performed on the right lower lesion.

Fig. 3. Pathological specimens from computed tomography-guided transthor-
acic needle biopsy (CTNB) and surgical procedure. (A) Photomicrographs of the
CTNB right lower lesion specimens show squamous cell carcinoma with marked
eosinophilic infiltration. (B) Surgically operated right lower lesion specimens
after treatment with benralizumab show markedly reduced eosinophilic in-
filtration.
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Patients with asthma also suffer from various diseases [1]. Treat-
ment of lung cancer has advanced considerably, primarily because of
the use of ICIs [15]. Survival of patients with lung cancer has improved
with these new treatments [5,6]. However, treatment options are lim-
ited in patients with severe complications. In our patient, stage IV lung
squamous cell carcinoma was diagnosed, and she was treated with an
ICI (pembrolizumab). The size of the tumor in the left lung was
markedly decreased following pembrolizumab administration, but the
size of the tumor in the right lung was increased. Therefore, CTNB was
performed on the right lung tumor during pembrolizumab treatment
and demonstrated that PD-L1 expression differed between the right and
left lungs. The difference in PD-L1 expression is considered to have
caused the difference in the therapeutic effect of pembrolizumab be-
tween the right and left lungs. Surgery is the best treatment for lung
cancer [15]. However, the asthma condition in this patient was not
good, and the patient experienced frequent asthma attacks. The pa-
tient's blood eosinophil count was high, and we believed that surgery
would be possible if we could control eosinophilic inflammation with
benralizumab. The asthma symptoms disappeared after 2 days of ben-
ralizumab administration. The blood eosinophil count was reduced to
0/μL, and surgery was performed on the right lung tumor. Pathological
findings of the right lung tumor showed marked eosinophilic infiltra-
tion before administration of benralizumab and a marked decrease in
eosinophilic infiltration in lung and airway tissues obtained by surgery
5 days after administration of benralizumab.

In conclusion, we described the rapid removal of eosinophils in the
lung and airway tissues after benralizumab administration and the
clinical effects of benralizumab in a patient with severe uncontrolled
asthma. Benralizumab can effectively treat eosinophilic inflammation
in patients with severe asthma undergoing surgery without causing
severe complications. Benralizumab is promising for the treatment of
severe uncontrolled eosinophilic asthma.
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